8th Summer Workshop in Health Economics
February 3-4, 2011

Thursday February 3

9:00 Welcome and coffee

9:30 Hong il Yoo (University of New South Wales)
“An empirical analysis of disability and household expenditure allocations”

10:30 Stéphane Luchini (CRNS, GREQAM and IDEP)
“Equivalent income and the economic evaluation of health care”

11:30 Coffee Break

12:00 Jenny Williams (University of Melbourne)
“The effects of cannabis use on physical and mental health”

1:00 Lunch

2:00 Kees van Gool (CHERE, University of Technology Sydney)
“Out-of-pocket costs and Medicare: the Howard years”

3:00 Tom Buchmueller (University of Michigan)
“The price sensitivity of Medicare beneficiaries: A regression continuity approach”

4:00 Coffee Break

4:30 Randall Ellis (Boston University)
“Results from a risk-adjusted payment model for a patient-centered medical home”

6:00 Pub and dinner
Dinner at the Banana Palm Restaurant, 260 Arden Street (the southern end of Coogee Beach) at 6:30pm. All workshop participants are welcome to attend. Please join us for pre-dinner drinks at the Coogee Bay Hotel.
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Friday February 4

9:00  Coffee

9:30  Rebecca Reeve (CHERE, University of Technology Sydney)
      “Modelling long run costs of child abuse”

10:30 Isabella Dobrescu (University of New South Wales)
      “Early life conditions and portfolio choice in older age”

11:30 Coffee Break

12:00 Bobbi Wolfe (University of Wisconsin)
      “Children’s health and the income gradient”

1:00  End of Workshop

Venue
The workshop will be held at the Coogee Bay Hotel in Coogee.

Arrangements
All are welcome. There will be no cost for attending but for catering purposes prospective participants should email Professor Denzil Fiebig at D.Fiebig@unsw.edu.au or contact him on 02-9385 3958.

Papers
Where presenters have provided complete papers they will be available at the workshop website: www.caer.unsw.edu.au. Participants are encouraged to download these papers beforehand as hard copies will not be available at the workshop.

Presented by the Health Economics Group of CAER
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